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Coast Guard helicopter pilot Olivia Carver
is on a very personal mission. Her twin
brother, an undercover officer, was
murdered by a drug cartel and she wont
stop until she finds the man responsible for
his death. In the course of her own
investigation, Olivia meets informant Rico
Cortes. Hes mysterious and sexy and
despite her reservations, the two share a
night of passion. But Rico turns out to be
more than a one-night stand. Hes a DEA
agent, deep undercover in Miamis drug
world, and possibly the one man who can
help Olivia find the justice she seeks.
When Rico realizes his cover is blown, he
isnt sure whether it was someone in the
cartel or an inside agent. Olivia is the only
one he can trust and together they venture
on a dangerous, rogue mission to infiltrate
a drug lords inner circlewith Olivia as bait.
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